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AW Mic is a neglected star that has previously been categorised as an ‘unusual’ RRc
variable. This paper makes use of new and archival observations of AW Mic to estab-
lish that this star is no longer varying in magnitude and should no longer be classified
as an RR Lyrae variable. Mid magnitudes of 9.171 ± 0.026 and 9.001 ± 0.014 are
reported for this star in the B- and V-bands, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

RR Lyrae are low mass, evolved stars that have moved
off the main sequence and initiated core helium burn-
ing. These stars can radially pulsate in various modes
(fundamental, first overtone, or both) and generally
exhibit periods of 0.2 – 1 days. They are found at the
intersection of the horizontal branch and the classical
instability strip (Catelan & Smith, 2015).

Stars on the horizontal branch may cross the insta-
bility strip in either direction, resulting in an increase
in observed period for those stars evolving from blue
to red, or a decrease in period for those stars evolving
from red to blue. RR Lyrae that have moved out of
the instability strip in either direction would cease
pulsation and become either blue HB stars or red AGB
stars (Le Borgne et al., 2007).

First classified as a horizontal branch star by Mac-
Connell, Frye, Bidelman and Bond (1971), AW Mic
(HD 202759) was later found by Przybylski and
Bessell (1974) to be an unusual RRc with a ‘complex
and irregular light curve’. In their paper, Przbylski
and Bessell present a reasonable, low amplitude light
curve (∆magnitude < 0.1) based on 164 observa-
tions and generate a period estimate of 11.5 hours

for this star, but note that more observations would
be required to deduce a full description of the star’s
behaviour. They cite the relatively high effective tem-
perature of the star (7 400 K) as evidence that this
star may lie close to the blue edge of the instability
strip.

Some authors have concurred with Przybylski and
Bessel’s assessment that this is an RR Lyrae star based
on their own measurements of Teff (Kodaira & Philip,
1984), however, more recent sources find that the
star is more similar to a non-varying blue horizontal
branch star (Kinman et al., 2000). A summary of
some of the reported properties of AW Mic is pre-
sented in Table 1. Overall, the period appears not to
be well-established and the amplitude of the magni-
tude in the V-band is underreported. The effective
temperature and metallicity of AW Mic seem to be
corroborated across various sources.

METHODS

Observations

The data for this project was gathered using the The
Dorothy Hill Observatory (DHO), located at the Mar-
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Table 1. Reported properties of AW Mic

Property Value Source

ICRSd Right Ascension 319.775 (Gaia et al., 2018)

ICRSd Declination -33.919

Period 0.478d (11.5hrs) (Przybylski & Bessell, 1974)

0.478d (11.5hrs) (Samus’, Kazarovets, Durlevich, Kireeva, & Pastukhova, 2017)

0.305684d (7.3664hrs) (Kafka, 2016)

Vmag 8.86a (Jayasinghe et al., 2019; Shappee et al., 2014)

8.97b (Przybylski & Bessell, 1974)

9.015 (Henden et al., 2016)

9.09c (Kinman et al., 2000)

9.04-9.13 (Kafka, 2016)

Max Vmag-Min Vmag 0.08 (Przybylski & Bessell, 1974)

0.09 (Kafka, 2016)

Teff 7 400 K (Kodaira & Philip, 1984)

7 431 K (Wilhelm, Beers, & Gray, 1999)

7 465 K (Kinman et al., 2000)

7 500 K (Gaia et al., 2018)

[Fe/H] -2.35 (Cortés et al., 2009)

-2.37 (Wilhelm et al., 1999)

-2.40 (Kinman et al., 2000)

aMean bReported as V0
creported as 9.09v
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rapatta Memorial Outdoor Education Centre, near
Imbil, QLD, Australia. B- and V-band observations of
AW Mic were taken between 3 August 2020–7 Au-
gust 2020 with an FLI CCD attached to a robotically-
controlled 356mm Planewave reflecting telescope.
The pixel scale of the camera was 0.72”/pixel in 1 x 1
binning mode with a 50’ x 50’ field of view. Exposure
time was ten seconds for all of the 328 observations,
which resulted in an approximate integrated ADU
count value of 250,000 from the target star, and a
cadence of five minutes was used.

Photometry
The images and photometry were processed using
SEK (Source Extractor Kron) (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996)
and PSX (PSFEx) (Bertin, 2011) files from the Our So-
larSiblings Pipeline (M. Fitzgerald, 2018). Data analy-
sis was carried out using astrosource (M. T. Fitzgerald,
Gomez, Salimpour, Singleton, & Wibowo, 2021), a
python script that carries out differential photome-
try based on optimal comparison stars in each filter.
Astrosource identified the comparison stars shown
in Figure 1 as being the least variable in the field
(having the smallest standard deviation of differential
magnitude across all images used), with variabilities
between 0.004 and 0.03 for all comparison stars in
both filters. Due to a lack of stars in the field with
sufficient brightness in the B-band, only one suit-
able comparison star was identified by astrosource
for comparison in this band. Differential photometry
was then performed using known comparison star
magnitudes from APASS (Henden et al., 2016) and
calibrated magnitudes for AW Mic for each observa-
tion were generated in B- and V-bands.

Spectroscopy
Spectroscopy was carried out using the FLOYDS spec-
trograph on the Las Cumbres Observatory 2.0m tele-
scope at Siding Springs, Australia (Brown et al.,
2013). FLOYDS is a cross-dispersed, low resolu-
tion (R ~550) spectrograph with wavelength cov-
erage of 3200Å-10000Å. Two highly similar spectra
were measured on HJD 2459108.85924 and HJD
2459108.85925.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Photometry
Table 2 shows photometric results for DHO observa-
tions of AW Mic, including calibrated magnitudes in

Fig. 1. Inverted image of field analysed in DHO
observations. Field of view is 50’ x 50’.

B- and V-bands. V-band magnitudes match well with
those previously reported in the literature.

Figure 2 shows a plot of period likelihood vs tested
periods, as generated by the astrosource analysis. The
possible expected periods of AW Mic from Table 1 are
shown to have no more likelihood than any other
period in the expected range of an RR Lyrae variable.

Figures 3 and 4 show calibrated magnitudes of AW
Mic in B- and V-bands, generated from photometry
derived from 328 DHO observations (see Table 2).
There is quite a bit of scatter and attempts to fold
the lightcurve around previously reported periods for
AW Mic resulted in plots that showed no evidence of
pulsation.

Photometry results from observations at the DHO
were compared to photometry data from the All Sky
Automated Survey (Pojmanski & Maciejewski, 2005)
and the Wide Angle Search for Planets (Butters et
al., 2010). The ASAS data is based on observations
made between HJD 2451872.53857-2455166.56762
and the SuperWASP data is from observations made
between HJD 2453862.551-2454614.69.

Figures 5 and 6 show calibrated, phased light
curves from SuperWASP and ASAS, respectively, for
comparison to those generated from DHO observa-
tions. Both comparison light curves were generated
assuming the AAVSO reported period of 0.3056840d
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Table 2. Observation results from DHO.

B-Band

First Observation BJD 2459072.108

Last Observation BJD 2459078.271

Minimum Magnitude 9.218 ± 0.026

Mid Magnitude 9.171 ± 0.026

Maximum Magnitude 9.124 ± 0.026

V-Band

First Observation BJD 2459072.086

Last Observation BJD 2459078.275

Minimum Magnitude 8.900 ± 0.014

Mid Magnitude 9.001 ± 0.014

Maximum Magnitude 9.101 ± 0.014

for AW Mic. As with the results from DHO obser-
vations, no periodicity is evident for the expected
period.

As an additional test, phased SuperWASP and ASAS
light curves were generated using Przybylski and
Bessel’s (1974) reported period of 0.478d. These are
shown in Figures 7 and 8 and, again, no periodicity
is evident.

This leads to the conclusion that AW Mic, which
may have been variable in the past, is not currently
changing magnitude in a periodic way and certainly
not in a manner consistent with the behaviour of
an RRc. Therefore, this star should no longer be
classified as an RRc variable.

Spectroscopy

Figure 9 shows a spectrum of AW Mic between 3300Å-
10500Å. Visual inspection indicates that the metal-
licities reported in the literature for AW Mic seem
reasonable (see Table 1).

CONCLUSION

This research demonstrated that AW Mic, previously
assumed to be an RRc variable star, appears to be
non-variable. Recent observations from the DHO that
demonstrate non-variability are confirmed by archival
observations made by the All Sky Automated Survey
and by the Wide Angle Search for Planets, indicating

that AW Mic has been non-variable for at least twenty
years. Therefore, it is likely that AW Mic will need to
be removed from common databases and catalogues
for variable stars.
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Fig. 2. Phase dispersion minimization (PDM) likelihood plot in V-band from DHO observations. Note that the
y-axis (unitless) is inverted, with larger numbers indicating higher likelihood of particular periods (in days),
as determined by PDM analysis.

Fig. 3. Calibrated B-band magnitude for AW Mic from 66 DHO observations. The BJDs of the first and last
observation shown are 2459072.10775511 and 2459078.27149761, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Calibrated V-band magnitude for AW Mic from 262 DHO observations. The BJDs of the first and last
observation shown are 2459072.08644584 and 2459078.27481956, respectively.

Fig. 5. Calibrated, phased light curve from SUPERWasp observations of RA: 319.77465/DEC: -33.918869,
using AAVSO reported period of 0.3056840d (Butters et al., 2010), accessed on 12 October 2020.
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Fig. 6. Calibrated, phased light curve in V-band from ASAS observations, using AAVSO reported period of
0.305684d (Pojmanski & Maciejewski, 2005), accessed on 12 October 2020. Y-axis is calibrated magnitude.

Fig. 7. Calibrated, phased light curve from SUPERWasp observations of RA: 319.77465/DEC: -33.918869
(Butters et al., 2010), using Przybylski and Bessel’s (1974) reported period of 0.478d, accessed on 12 October
2020.
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Fig. 8. Calibrated, phased light curve in V-band from ASAS observations (Pojmanski & Maciejewski, 2005),
using Przybylski and Bessel’s (1974) reported period of 0.478d, accessed on 12 October 2020. Y-axis is cali-
brated magnitude.

Fig. 9. FLOYDS spectrum of AW Mic from 3300Å to 10100Å.
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